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CIRCULAR 
 
Dear Parents  
 
At the outset we thank the parents who have unconditionally supported our 
teaching, administration and support staff community, who are working 
tirelessly through this pandemic to ensure that your child’s education 
continues un-interrupted during the global crisis. 
 
Additional virtual working days have been added in the session to complete 
the missed curriculum. 
 
We have had numerous calls, e-mails over the fee issue in the recent past. 
  
While we understand the difficult times that all of us are going through, we 
wish to clearly state that the objective of a school is to provide quality 
education to its students and to protect the wellbeing of its staff, both of which 
are being carried out earnestly and diligently at our School. 
 
In this scenario, daily mails and continuous demands to explain every little 
detail by parents are wearing down our team and despite our best efforts, 
there is a group of parent demanding for a break-up of the Monthly fee. 
 
This current display of mistrust in our institution and questioning every detail 
or dissecting our every move is not acceptable.  This disrespectful tone of 
entitled parents towards an educational institution is a major cause of concern. 
Due to all these calls and never ending emails, we are unable to concentrate 
on our primary job at hand - educating YOUR children.   We will not be able to 
pay salaries unless the monthly fee is paid by 30th of April.  To reiterate what 
we have repeatedly stated:- 
 

� No additional charges have been added in the current term; on the 
other hand the invoice excludes transport, annual and 
development charges. 

� No late fee will be charged during lock-down. 
� The last date for payment is 15th of every month. 

 
  



*All parents please note:-  
 

� As per Govt. Orders dated 23rd April 2020, Atleast Tuition Fee is to 
be paid and All other charges have been Delayed but not Waived 
off. 

 
� It is only for those parents who are facing severe financial crisis & 

are not able to afford to pay school fee. 
 

� Therefore, all other charges are supposed to be paid after delay of 
1-2 months tentatively i.e. whenever Lockdown Period gets over 
for General Public. 

  
The School works strictly as per government norms and directives, and no 
arbitrary decisions are ever taken by the School.  It is hereby requested that 
our parents respect this policy and adhere to it.  Support of each and every 
parent is solicited in these testing times. 
 
Stay home. Stay safe. 
 
Thanks and Regards  
 
 
 
TEAM - DAV 


